COMP115/155 Assignment 2 Transformation

Style Mark Sheet (30 marks)

Student Name:

Student Number:

Readability:
- variable names /5
- indentation and necessary blank lines /5

Documentation:
- brief comments for loops, selections and functions /5
- other comments /5

Elegance of code:
- function bodies were provided for pre-declared functions after main program /2
- all pre-declared functions have been called in the main program or other functions /3
- good logic, no redundant code /5

Notes:
- If the program outputs example values directly, the final total mark will be 0. This should be reported to the lecturer-in-charge.
- If no pre-declared functions have been used in the program, the final total mark will be 0. This should be reported to the lecturer-in-charge.

HANDMARKING TOTAL /30

Marker’s Name and Signature:

Date: